Force-displacement relations at compression of dsDNA macromolecules.
The elasticity of dsDNA molecules is investigated by Monte Carlo simulations based on a coarse-grained model of DNA. The force-displacement (f-r) curves are computed under the constraints of the constant force (Gibbs) or the constant length (Helmholtz) ensemble. Particular attention was paid to the compressional (negative) and weak tensile forces. It was confirmed that simulations using the vector Gibbs ensemble fail to represent the compression behavior of polymers. Simulations using the scalar Gibbs protocol resulted in a qualitatively correct compressional response of DNA provided that the quadratic averages of displacements were employed. Furthermore, a well-known shortcoming of the popular Marko-Siggia relation for DNA elasticity at weak tensile forces is elucidated. Conversely, the function f-r from the simulation at the constant length constraint, as well as the new closed-form expressions, provides a realistic depiction of the DNA elasticity over the wide range of negative and positive forces. Merely a qualitative resemblance of the compression functions f-r predicted by the employed approaches supports the notion that the elastic response of DNA molecules may be greatly affected by the specifics of the experimental setups and the kind of averaging of the measured variable.